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From DAUGHERTYJ18 at ECU.EDU Tue Jan 8 15:17:59 2019
From: DAUGHERTYJ18 at ECU.EDU (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Tue, 8 Jan 2019 20:17:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder: Deadline of Award Approaching
Message-ID: <e7106b17b1b8487eac89fc4a52ba204a@BDC-EX3.intra.ecu.edu>
Hello Everyone,
Just a remind that the HS Genealogy / History Achievement Award, sponsored by
ProQuest<http://www.proquest.com/>, deadline is on January 15th. The winner will be
awarded $1500 and a citation. This is the chance to recognize contributions to the
library profession in genealogy/history. Nomination forms can be found here
http://www.rusaupdate.org/resources/where-can-i-find-awards-documents-nominationform-media-profile-etc/
Please share on any other related listservs.
Thanks!
Jennifer Daugherty
Chair, HS Genealogy/ History Achievement Award Committee
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190108/2fd5a6c7/
attachment.html>
From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Wed Jan 9 13:32:40 2019
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2019 18:32:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Volunteers Needed for Veterans Oral History
Transcription Project
Message-ID:
<BL0PR0901MB3298A4A7C22FE8D5D0D328F9FE8B0@BL0PR0901MB3298.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>

Hello! Please spread the word about this project to your colleagues and patrons.
Veterans Oral History Transcription project
The State Archives and State Library of North Carolina are seeking volunteers to
help make their materials more accessible to researchers by transcribing audio
files of oral history interviews of North Carolina veterans. Interested in
helping? Please visit http://bit.ly/NCVetsOHTP .
The Veterans Oral History Transcription project includes 12 oral history interviews
of women veterans provided by the State Archives of North Carolina's Military
Collection Veterans Oral History Program. The program records audio format
interviews with military veterans who served in the U.S. Armed Forces for any
military service, engagement, or war, and who were born and/or raised in North
Carolina; were stationed for extended time in North Carolina military
installations; or have lived in the state for an extended time.
The Veterans Oral History Program's mission is to capture and provide access to the
memories and experiences of the state's military servicemen and servicewomen,
preserving them for the benefit of the public and scholars.
Volunteers are invited to visit the project's transcription guidelines and be a
part of the crowdsourcing effort to make women's military history more accessible

to the public. As this initial transcription project progresses, more oral history
interviews may be added to the transcription project. For additional information,
email digital.info at ncdcr.gov<mailto:digital.info at ncdcr.gov>.
This project is made possible by funding from the federal Institute of Museum and
Library Services (IMLS) under the provisions of the Library Services and Technology
Act (LSTA) as administered by the State Library of North Carolina, a division of
the N.C. Department of Natural and Cultural Resources (IMLS grant number LS-00-180034-18).

[cid:image001.png at 01D4A81F.CA69C950]Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs & Outreach Librarian, NC Government & Heritage Library
NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
919.814.6815 | rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/ncghl>
Instagram<https://www.instagram.com/foreverythingnc/>
Twitter<https://twitter.com/ForEverythingNC>
YouTube<https://www.youtube.com/statelibrarync>
Website<https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/>
Please note, effective October 10, 2018, my
phone number will change to 919.814.6815
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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From maryk at ippl.info Wed Jan 9 16:18:44 2019
From: maryk at ippl.info (Mary Krekelberg)
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2019 21:18:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Vendors for Digitizing Newspaper Microfilm
Message-ID: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA401726A7108@Exchange.ippl.local>
Hi,
I have contacted Advantage Preservation for a preliminary estimate for digitizing a
small run of newspaper microfilm and am interested in working with them. I need,
however, to contact additional vendors for price quotes, and am looking for
recommendations.
Thanks,

Mary Krekelberg
Adult Services Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library
630/887-8760 ext. 240
www.ippl.info
www.twitter.com/ipplinfo
www.facebook.com/ipplinfo
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Wed Jan 9 16:23:58 2019
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2019 15:23:58 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Vendors for Digitizing Newspaper Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA401726A7108@Exchange.ippl.local>
References: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA401726A7108@Exchange.ippl.local>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLHdit8QraD_=NRRj=fhHt2_S10+KYuawy7=6cszZT+HTw@mail.gmail.com>
I believe Northern Micrographics still does that. They used to microfilm
for us (we now use Advantage Preservation).
https://www.normicro.com/
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Alexander Hamilton*, by Ron Chernow*
"Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
On Wed, Jan 9, 2019 at 3:19 PM Mary Krekelberg <maryk at ippl.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi,

I have contacted Advantage Preservation for a preliminary estimate for
digitizing a small run of newspaper microfilm and am interested in working
with them. I need, however, to contact additional vendors for price quotes,
and am looking for recommendations.

Thanks,

>
>
>
> Mary Krekelberg
>
> Adult Services Librarian
>
> Indian Prairie Public Library
>
> 630/887-8760 ext. 240
>
>
>
>
>
> www.ippl.info
>
> www.twitter.com/ipplinfo
>
> www.facebook.com/ipplinfo
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Wed Jan 9 16:50:22 2019
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Wed, 9 Jan 2019 21:50:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Vendors for Digitizing Newspaper Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA401726A7108@Exchange.ippl.local>
References: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA401726A7108@Exchange.ippl.local>
Message-ID: <95df35e415d14ed597fc083c0a9bdf67@ci.staunton.va.us>
https://www.bslw.com/microfilm/ may be an option as well
Melissa Davidson
Public Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
City of Staunton, VA
-----Office: 540.332.3902
Web: www.stauntonlibrary.org
Facebook: StauntonPublicLibrary<https://www.facebook.com/StauntonPublicLibrary>
What's happening at the Staunton Public Library?
Sign up for our newsletter<http://eepurl.com/cVDY8n> to receive news and event
information!
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Mary Krekelberg
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2019 4:19 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Vendors for Digitizing Newspaper Microfilm
Hi,
I have contacted Advantage Preservation for a preliminary estimate for digitizing a
small run of newspaper microfilm and am interested in working with them. I need,
however, to contact additional vendors for price quotes, and am looking for
recommendations.
Thanks,
Mary Krekelberg
Adult Services Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library
630/887-8760 ext. 240
www.ippl.info<http://www.ippl.info>
www.twitter.com/ipplinfo<http://www.twitter.com/ipplinfo>
www.facebook.com/ipplinfo<http://www.facebook.com/ipplinfo>
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Jan 10 19:09:38 2019
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri, 11 Jan 2019 00:09:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (January 2019)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110165977D31@SP9OEXCH2.pwc.ad>
EXPLORE RELIC

January 2019 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
Revealing the Carnage and Chaos of the Hospitals of First Manassas.
On July 21, 1861, Union and Confederate forces clashed just north of Manassas in
the first major battle of the Civil War. Within twenty-four hours there were about
3,500 causalities; no one was fully prepared. Private homes and buildings in the
area served as hospitals staffed by inexperienced surgeons and assistants
attempting to care for the wounded. Local historian and author, Paige GibbonsBackus, will reprise a talk she recently gave at the Annual Conference of Civil War
Medicine at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, detailing the challenges and shortages faced
in the makeshift hospitals.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Tuesday, January 15, 2019, 7 p.m.
[Related image]
Genealogy 201: Beyond the Basics.
RELIC's Don Wilson will discuss effective research strategies and demonstrate
advanced techniques for successfully searching and evaluating free online
genealogy/ history resources. See how information found in census, newspapers,
passenger lists, maps, books and manuscripts can add detail and interest to your
family history.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Thursday, January 24, 2018, 11 a.m.

=========================

RELIC INSIDER:

FREE ACCESS TO ONLINE GENEALOGY SOURCES

Here are some of the online genealogical materials that are available free remotely
to Prince William Public Library cardholders. The following have links on our
Digital Library:
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/digitallibrary.aspx

AMERICA'S OBITUARIES AND DEATH

NOTICES<http://infoweb.newsbank.com/signin/PrinceWilliamRLS/OBIT>
A comprehensive collection of newspaper obituaries and death notices. Most are
within the past ten years. Chicago from 1930, other large cities from about 1990.

ANCESTRY FOR VIRGINIANS
A limited-content version of Ancestry.com available remotely to Virginia residents
from the State Library of Virginia. Databases include:
*
Alabama, Texas and Virginia, Confederate Pensions, 18841958<https://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=1677>
*
Virginia, Birth Records, 1912-2014, Delayed Birth Records,
1854-1911<https://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=9277>
*
Virginia, Death Records,
1912-2014<https://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=9278>
*
Virginia, Marriage Records,
1936-2014<https://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=9279>
*
Virginia, Divorce Records,
1918-2014<https://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=9280>
*
Virginia Colonial Records,
1607-1853<https://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=61473>

Full access to ANCESTRY LIBRARY EDITION is available in library branches.

HERITAGE QUEST ONLINE<http://www.heritagequestonline.com/ipbarcode?aid=4025>
Heritage Quest Online combines digital, searchable images of U.S. federal census
records with the digitized version of the popular UMI(r) Genealogy and Local
History collection. Coverage extends from 1700 to the present. (Includes Thorndale
and Dollarhide's Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses, 1790-1920.)

JSTOR<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/elecres/redirect.asp?name=jstor>
An archive of several hundred well-known academic and scholarly journals.
(Includes a variety of historical journals with genealogical content.)

LOCAL NEWSPAPER INDEX<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eservices/newspaperindex>
An index of articles of interest and obituaries that appear in various Prince
William County newspapers. (Does not require a Prince William card to access.)

NEW YORK TIMES HISTORICAL NEWSPAPER
COLLECTION<http://search.proquest.com/hnpnewyorktimes?accountid=4154>
This database offers full-text and full-image articles from 1851 to 2014.

WASHINGTON POST HISTORICAL NEWSPAPER
COLLECTION<http://search.proquest.com/hnpwashingtonpost?accountid=4154>
This database offers full-text and full-image articles from 1877 to 2001.

===============

NEXT MONTH

The Meaning of Freedom in an Era of Enslavement. *
Stories of freedom often emphasize the accounts of daring runaways, yet another
process provided a path out of slavery. The acquisition of freedom papers through
manumission required community support and a keen understanding of the prevailing
legal, social and economic constraints. Yet finalizing this process also required
difficult choices between family, freedom, and potential re-enslavement.
Dr. Sheri Huerta, History Professor at George Mason University, will
explore the complexities of manumission and the reality of being "free" for black
families across northern Virginia. Come and join the conversation about the
meanings of freedom and the many factors that affected the decision to seek freedom
or remain enslaved.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Tuesday, February 5, 2019, 7 p.m.
African-American Genealogy: Tracking Families before the Civil War.
Discovering African-American family history prior to 1865 can be difficult. There
are special challenges to finding documentation during the age of slavery. RELIC's
Don Wilson will identify sources that can be used to trace lives and relationships
and demonstrate the process through a case study approach.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Tuesday, February 12, 2019, 2 p.m.
Tuesday, February 19, 2019, 7 p.m.

(repeat)

[African-American Genealogy]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001U3M2xXhckEkqT7R0ubrKR2OpGafH4UblCEMRUpNe-pNGeDUvpj3A5oBc2YPqdqy-7pagqEhp8h7Ts5AG3M8YnucDw4EYng7GPk5Of_b5hqK2kGYqWKsy3xYDWsWfuNQWvzEX6bUcQm7SU0BcjMkNyfK9ttEiFYir
-JNUluoqaBUVUjKrBY90RVZ4X1xUWU3j7Lay1JgDeM5DQ-wrzVI0Aci0RWId3zKwwd43XnkNvvjd7e7Iekjl8PQ1Rwp3kQKGoctu8xYDJf2i1JOluOTHyZnfjBTB1Y0bslaZb3dUxu
9LMxl_xLIkEuUUQFNztKCm3d_uwQDk6E9AdSbaknkQCI1aGPV2ZfrRLiEcfjtQsCjNORwn69kPwTDW9JlRU
VJv9IJIoqp8NZ-sqH77E_YX0JdLog0tEixTUuLm1YMDJ6fbFko6db0P7FpTkDYXlWDRZY92WvW70vHwBH49T6KicFseabyXYr_3
cOnAsvoDCdjZe2g-KCrRJvAmYzv_FeY0QWcI30kA1efMbpih4MAr6fGNbXDLQKQzB96MbZVsqFe1fk6iOdi2FJKki7Dkwcl57FfY8gzgXajJgGzQQ==&c=HQnfu3BBIh2nFc
9ZMLD8NJj2UTsq3bSP6oEi7VIPdVfSeq_sCoPDuw==&ch=xboBDq4zDhUkhkrgnICG_PTUKBE6VcRjfFHF5
2JU38ThKxchh-4XHA==>

To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx

Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends
of Bull Run Library.*
You may register for any of these free programs at 703-7924540 or mail to: relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also
register online at RELIC Programs
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx
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From dsmith at usf.edu

Wed Jan 16 10:01:47 2019

From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2019 15:01:47 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Guys and Vivid-Pix Partner to Recognize
Genealogy's Unsung Heroes
Message-ID: <511A82D4-5EF7-417C-8F48-B8881E3DC21C@usf.edu>
Tampa, Florida ? January 12, 2019
Genealogy Guys and Vivid-Pix Partner to Recognize Genealogy?s Unsung Heroes
The Genealogy Guys, George G. Morgan and Drew Smith, co-hosts and producers of the
oldest continually produced genealogy podcast, and Vivid-Pix, makers of RESTORE
photo and document restoration software, today announce that they are partnering to
acknowledge and to celebrate those members of the genealogy community who digitize
or index photos and other documents of value to genealogical researchers. The
Unsung Heroes Awards will be a quarterly awards program designed to recognize its
recipients in four categories: individuals, genealogical/historical societies,
libraries/archives, and young people.
Completed nomination forms (see below for link to the form) should be emailed to
genealogyguys at gmail.com<mailto:genealogyguys at gmail.com> and winners will be
selected each quarter. Winners will receive: a custom-made commemorative mug with
their choice of image; an announcement on an episode of The Genealogy Guys Podcast;
a profile of the winner published on The Genealogy Guys Blog and the Unsung Heroes
Blog; and recognition at the Vivid-Pix website (www.vivid-pix.com<http://www.vividpix.com>).
Nominations eligible for the first quarter of awards must be received no later than
February 15, 2019, and the winners will be announced at RootsTech in Salt Lake City
on February 27-March 2, 2019. Due dates for later quarters will be announced on The
Genealogy Guys Podcast; The Genealogy Guys Blog; the Unsung Heroes Blog; and at the
Vivid-Pix website.
Details and links to the nomination form can be found at
www.vivid-pix.com/unsungheroes<http://www.vivid-pix.com/unsungheroes>.
##
Contacts:
George G. Morgan
Aha! Seminars, Inc.
http://ahaseminars.com
aha at ahaseminars.com<mailto:aha at ahaseminars.com>
(813) 220-6274
Rick Voight
Vivid-Pix
https://vivid-pix.com/
rick.voight at vivid-pix.com
(404) 664-9897

About the Partners
[cid:image001.jpg at 01D4AD82.7CDB7D60]
The Genealogy Guys Podcast is a production of Aha! Seminars, Inc., a Tampa Baybased company that has been providing training to genealogists and library
personnel since 1996. Its principals are George G. Morgan and Drew Smith, noted

speakers, authors, and world?s longest genealogy podcasters. The company also
produces the Genealogy Connection podcast and The Genealogy Guys Blog.

[cid:image002.jpg at 01D4AD82.7CDB7D60]
Vivid-Pix designs, creates and delivers Fast, Easy and Affordable Imaging Software.
Since launching in 2012, Vivid-Pix has advanced its products to earn the support
and respect of business leaders and photographers in over 100 countries. Co-Founder
Randy Fredlund has more than 150 digital-imaging patents and has extensive
experience in Research, Development and Commercialization, enabling him to
translate theory into practice. Co-Founder Rick Voight has created billion-dollar
businesses through Product Development, Sales and Marketing for Eastman Kodak and
Hewlett-Packard. The Vivid-Pix Team is a far-flung group of excellent people who
deliver software that ?Give your pics (and documents) the Vivid-Pix Fix!?
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From flrova at mchsi.com Sat Jan 19 00:55:15 2019
From: flrova at mchsi.com (Bruce and Connie Rova)
Date: Fri, 18 Jan 2019 23:55:15 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] WFGS/WFGL offering duplicate family history publications
for the cost of postage
Message-ID: <008b01d4afbb$8d1a6750$a74f35f0$@mchsi.com>
Hello genealogy librarians and/or other representatives of genealogy
libraries on the genealib mailing listWe hope your new year is going well for you all!

I am Bruce Rova, a WFGS (West Florida Genealogical Society) member and a
volunteer at the WFGL (West Florida Genealogy Library) in Pensacola, FL.
One of my volunteer taskings is to assist in managing our duplicate
genealogy books. At this time we have an overabundance that makes us want
to reduce this inventory to a more reasonable number. Today we are happy to

be offering, as a first step in that effort, the thirty titles we have in
our duplicates that are in the "family history" category - for the cost of
library media mail postage. Please check the attached Word document listing
those publications with info on the Title/Author/when published/type of
binding/condition/# pages/index?/some of the main surnames found in the
publications.

If you are interested in obtaining any of these items for your library,
please send an email directly to Bruce Rova at flrova at mchsi.com
<mailto:flrova at mchsi.com> (NOT to the genealib address). By sending me an
email listing the titles of the items you hope to obtain, you are agreeing
that upon receipt of items you do receive, you will send a check or money
order payable to "WFGS" to reimburse us for the amount of the
"library-to-library media mail" postage cost. That also requires you send
the name of your library and the package mailing address for your library in
the email. I will reply to each request with info on which items will be
coming and when they are shipped.

Upon receipt, mail the postage cost reimbursement to:

WFGS
Attn: Treasurer
P.O. Box 10217
Pensacola, FL 32524-0217.

In February we will have many more publications (in many different
categories) that we will again offer for the cost of postage. That will
leave us with a more reasonable duplicate books inventory of about 500 books
that we would very much like to trade with genealogy libraries that also
have duplicate genealogy books listings that we could trade books with to
improve each of the respective libraries, and each library would be
responsible to pay the postage on the books they send. We usually go one
for one unless it is noted that certain books are much more valuable and
deserve two or more books in trade.

Over the last year, we added about 2,000 more publications to our shelves
and we will this spring have completed a nice renovation/expansion. We would
love to have any of you that get near Pensacola, FL to stop in and check us
out. Our hours are Tuesday through Saturday 10 AM to 6 PM. Closed Sunday
and Monday. WFGS has some 18 to 20 volunteers spread across all of the open
days who help patrons in their use of the WFGL.

Warm regards,
Bruce Rova
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190118/0d88f4fd/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: West FL Gen Library Duplicate Family History Books Offered for Postage - 18
Jan 2019.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 23745 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190118/0d88f4fd/
attachment.docx>
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Tue Jan 22 10:48:20 2019
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Tue, 22 Jan 2019 10:48:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Yearbooks
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7bMuMTVom508eakz+jbfnYW3=s_Och2uE2FRfrLVUKCWA@mail.gmail.com>
Someone donated a number of yearbooks.
-

Norwalk State Tech - 1963-64
New Haven College - 1970

*Christine Angeli*
Director, Milford Public Library
57 New Haven Avenue
Milford, CT 06460
203.783.3399

If you would like any, let me know

cangeli at ci.milford.ct.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190122/
bbf3eaed/attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Tue Jan 22 13:37:33 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Tue, 22 Jan 2019 10:37:33 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <CAFnPa7bMuMTVom508eakz+jbfnYW3=s_Och2uE2FRfrLVUKCWA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAFnPa7bMuMTVom508eakz+jbfnYW3=s_Och2uE2FRfrLVUKCWA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYkZYbTMQFhDa-NqMxBLamQ_BaOvCT2Uvyi54oe6yLMa+w@mail.gmail.com>
If no one wants them, you could offer them to Ancestry.com they have been
putting them online.
On Tue, Jan 22, 2019 at 7:48 AM Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com>
wrote:
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>
>
>
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>
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>
>
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>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Someone donated a number of yearbooks.
know -

If you would like any, let me

Norwalk State Tech - 1963-64
New Haven College - 1970

*Christine Angeli*
Director, Milford Public Library
57 New Haven Avenue
Milford, CT 06460
203.783.3399
cangeli at ci.milford.ct.us
_______________________________________________
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genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190122/0ca9fac3/
attachment.html>

From sholl at slcl.org Tue Jan 22 14:37:24 2019
From: sholl at slcl.org (Scott Holl)
Date: Tue, 22 Jan 2019 13:37:24 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] WFGS/WFGL offering duplicate family history
publications for the cost of postage
In-Reply-To: <008b01d4afbb$8d1a6750$a74f35f0$@mchsi.com>
References: <008b01d4afbb$8d1a6750$a74f35f0$@mchsi.com>
Message-ID: <CANSXF45TK9ik0weWicLWDaUNOaFu4DtHO24ZE+_ODY8JKLz5wQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Bruce,
If the duplicate family histories are available, we would take the ones on
the attached list. They can be sent to my attention at the address below.
Thank you,
Scott Holl
Manager, History & Genealogy Department
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
*tel* 314-994-3300 ext.2074 | *fax* 314-997-7602
www.slcl.org/genealogy
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEH5FOGkEUtzXijen7aJiw-JkJX6Q>
| map
<https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
| email <sholle at slcl.org>

On Fri, Jan 18, 2019 at 11:55 PM Bruce and Connie Rova <flrova at mchsi.com>
wrote:
>
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>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello genealogy librarians and/or other representatives of genealogy
libraries on the genealib mailing list?
We hope your new year is going well for you all!

I am Bruce Rova, a WFGS (West Florida Genealogical Society) member and a
volunteer at the WFGL (West Florida Genealogy Library) in Pensacola, FL.
One of my volunteer taskings is to assist in managing our duplicate
genealogy books. At this time we have an overabundance that makes us want
to reduce this inventory to a more reasonable number. Today we are happy
to be offering, as a first step in that effort, the thirty titles we have
in our duplicates that are in the ?family history? category ? for the cost
of library media mail postage. Please check the attached Word document
listing those publications with info on the *Title/Author/when
published/type of binding/condition/# pages/index?/some of the main
surnames found in the publications.*

If you are interested in obtaining any of these items for your library,
please send an email directly to Bruce Rova at flrova at mchsi.com (*NOT* to
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the genealib address). By sending me an email listing the titles of the
items you hope to obtain, you are agreeing that upon receipt of items you
do receive, you will send a check or money order *payable to ?WFGS?* to
reimburse us for the amount of the ?library-to-library media mail? postage
cost. That also requires you send the name of your library and the package
mailing address for your library in the email. I will reply to each
request with info on which items will be coming and when they are shipped.

Upon receipt, mail the postage cost reimbursement to:

*WFGS*
*Attn: Treasurer*
*P.O. Box 10217*
*Pensacola, FL 32524-0217**.*

In February we will have many more publications (in many different
categories) that we will again offer for the cost of postage. That will
leave us with a more reasonable duplicate books inventory of about 500
books that *we would very much like to trade with genealogy libraries
that also have duplicate genealogy books listings that we could trade books
with to improve each of the respective libraries*, and each library would
be responsible to pay the postage on the books they send. We usually go
one for one unless it is noted that certain books are much more valuable
and deserve two or more books in trade.

Over the last year, we added about 2,000 more publications to our shelves
and we will this spring have completed a nice renovation/expansion. We
would love to have any of you that get near Pensacola, FL to stop in and
check us out. Our hours are Tuesday through Saturday 10 AM to 6 PM.
Closed Sunday and Monday. WFGS has some 18 to 20 volunteers spread across
all of the open days who help patrons in their use of the WFGL.

Warm regards,
Bruce Rova
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190122/412b286f/
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: St. Louis County Library wants.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 21906 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190122/412b286f/
attachment.docx>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Thu Jan 24 10:35:07 2019
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 24 Jan 2019 10:35:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room periodicals to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu_eeuPrE1C1=hNHj+23VJ2Zh+jxBw6sN9cg+Wv6szJfww@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has periodicals to trade.
Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing
address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an
Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able
to open it.
Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow
us to use file sharing services.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which periodicals are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190124/3ac3184a/

attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: January 2019 VR Journals to Trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 11413 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: January 2019 VR Journals to Trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 262422 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190124/3ac3184a/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Thu Jan 24 10:48:45 2019
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Thu, 24 Jan 2019 15:48:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] more periodicals to trade from Virginia
Message-ID: <94f1bc5487f9413bb6cd906f62425f05@ci.staunton.va.us>
We?re looking to rehome our William and Mary Quarterly. They range from 1930-2007,
with a solid bound set from 1977-2002.
Please let me know.
Melissa Davidson
Public Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
City of Staunton, VA
-----Office: 540.332.3902
Web: www.stauntonlibrary.org
Facebook: StauntonPublicLibrary<https://www.facebook.com/StauntonPublicLibrary>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190124/
f083ea2c/attachment.html>
From pulleybones at aol.com Tue Jan 29 04:25:44 2019
From: pulleybones at aol.com (Earline Pulley)
Date: Tue, 29 Jan 2019 01:25:44 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] I saw so many good reviews about this
Message-ID: <ad2dba702e3b$e0da53bb$48c3e012$@aol.com>
Get it before it's sold out http://example.littlejimmysprinkles.com
<http://example.littlejimmysprinkles.com/>

Earline Pulley

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190129/70e10ecc/
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From Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov Tue Jan 29 08:14:59 2019
From: Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov (Picciano, Carolyn)
Date: Tue, 29 Jan 2019 13:14:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
Message-ID: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had a couple
of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there are four levels
of access to the records: those that anyone may access anywhere, those that may
only accessible at the affiliate level or above, those accessible only at a family
history center or the Family History Library, those records only available to
church members?
We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is available for
anyone to use or if we have access because we are an affiliate. We get many email
and telephone questions, as opposed to in house so we are referring people to
FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there is a way to tell that a patron would not be
able to access the particular collection at home but must be at an affiliate or
center. If there isn't a way to tell about access we could give people links to
the records with the proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or
family history center near them.
Thanks for any advise.
Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford
CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190129/874d8167/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Tue Jan 29 09:01:18 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Tue, 29 Jan 2019 09:01:18 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
In-Reply-To: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
References: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
Affiliate libraries and Family History Centers have the same level of
electronic access. What FHCs have that affiliates don't is access to the
subscription services (e.g. FindMyPast, Ancestry, etc.) that libraries may
or may not have.
According to what I was told last year, the additional amount of data
accessible to members-only is very small (under 5%).

I'm certain what the difference is for Salt Lake (FHL) access.
People have asked for a different icon to represent info available at
affiliate libraries, but so far, that has not happened. What they can do is
if they see a key above a camera, they can call/email and ask about that
specific database, but odds are it is open (no key) at the library.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 8:15 AM Picciano, Carolyn <Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov>
wrote:
> We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had
> a couple of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there
> are four levels of access to the records: those that anyone may access
> anywhere, those that may only accessible at the affiliate level or above,
> those accessible only at a family history center or the Family History
> Library, those records only available to church members?
>
>
>
> We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is
> available for anyone to use or if we have access because we are an
> affiliate. We get many email and telephone questions, as opposed to in
> house so we are referring people to FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there
> is a way to tell that a patron would not be able to access the particular
> collection at home but must be at an affiliate or center. If there isn?t a
> way to tell about access we could give people links to the records with the
> proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or family history
> center near them.
>
>
>
> Thanks for any advise.
>
>
>
>
>
> Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov |*
> Office: *(860) 757-6580 | www.ctstatelibrary
> <http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106
> | Fax: (860) 757-6677
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190129/6992a3d5/

attachment.html>
From BushCD at familysearch.org Tue Jan 29 11:10:35 2019
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Tue, 29 Jan 2019 16:10:35 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR04MB1000EFB78632197890CD21E4BD970@CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Sarah- what a great answer. I do want to clarify that there are about 1% of certain
record sets that are available in FHCs that are not available in Affiliate
Libraries. It is about 4% that are available only in the FHL in SLC. And yes,
Centers do get library editions of FMP, Ancestry and MH.
I have heard a rumor here at FamilySearch that we may be getting closer to
resolving the icon situation so that hopefully it is clear and simple for end user.
However, we may not see that change for several months (possibly a year?) so thanks
for your patience but keep your fingers crossed.
The situation is fluid as we are required to go back and renegotiate all previous
microfilm contracts with the current record custodians. This takes a lot of time
and a team of lawyers. In fact changes can be made and one day we can see a record
set and then a new contract goes into effect and then the images are restricted. We
hope to start having some better communication around this, but we are not there
yet. The good news is that we are slowly, but steadily working through the
microfilm and hope to have it completed in a couple of years.
Meanwhile, for those that are interested in becoming an Affiliate, reach directly
out to me and not through support.
Thanks for all your patience as we learn and grow and make improvements.
Cherie Bush
FamilySearch International
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 7:01 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
Affiliate libraries and Family History Centers have the same level of electronic
access. What FHCs have that affiliates don't is access to the subscription services
(e.g. FindMyPast, Ancestry, etc.) that libraries may or may not have.
According to what I was told last year, the additional amount of data accessible
to members-only is very small (under 5%).
I'm certain what the difference is for Salt Lake (FHL) access.
People have asked for a different icon to represent info available at affiliate
libraries, but so far, that has not happened. What they can do is if they see a key
above a camera, they can call/email and ask about that specific database, but odds
are it is open (no key) at the library.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXv

sP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=JcnslRbt3jPxQTHRUNiSFRomRFPTh_404-JVpINguzg&s=nOegHabedYOTtyx2roXoEE83p0IndmxtGgmKwzBLjA&e=> |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_W
QPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=JcnslRbt3jPxQTHRUNiSFRomRFPTh_404JVpINguzg&s=0JFoLkeYp3IoK2sSl1JfsFkRD6QRw3gpzYPLybFqjLk&e=>
On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 8:15 AM Picciano, Carolyn <Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov>> wrote:
We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had a couple
of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there are four levels
of access to the records: those that anyone may access anywhere, those that may
only accessible at the affiliate level or above, those accessible only at a family
history center or the Family History Library, those records only available to
church members?
We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is available for
anyone to use or if we have access because we are an affiliate. We get many email
and telephone questions, as opposed to in house so we are referring people to
FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there is a way to tell that a patron would not be
able to access the particular collection at home but must be at an affiliate or
center. If there isn?t a way to tell about access we could give people links to
the records with the proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or
family history center near them.
Thanks for any advise.
Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.ctstatelibrary.org_&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_
WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=JcnslRbt3jPxQTHRUNiSFRomRFPTh_404JVpINguzg&s=3Krp6P8gQ3JzwNx5yiw4GGrjElZ6xtj42J0yguDvSgM&e=>.org | 231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=JcnslRbt3jPxQTHRUNiSFRomRFPTh_404JVpINguzg&s=Bji78Sid2eSFxRZFTVorJ8F7Jz9GP2GBj2_TFF191bk&e=>
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From flrova at mchsi.com Wed Jan 30 00:02:54 2019
From: flrova at mchsi.com (Bruce and Connie Rova)
Date: Tue, 29 Jan 2019 23:02:54 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] WFGS/WFGL offer of a Set of Volumes 1-9 of the "Cherokee
By Blood" books by Jerry Wright Jordan for trade
Message-ID: <000001d4b859$0fc62130$2f526390$@mchsi.com>

West Florida Genealogy Library (WFGL) has the following nice set of Native
American Genealogy Research books available for trade:
Cherokee by Blood, Records of the Eastern Cherokee Ancestry in the US Court
of Claims, 1906-1910, Vol. 1-9 (9 books)
Jordan, Jerry Wright
Paperback
Good to very good condition, with owner's name/address label on some of them
and some highlighting within the books
These are all about one-inch thick each, and would cost about $40 per book
new for a total of about $360.00 all new. The same set could be put
together from used offers on amazon and ebay for about $220.00 total for the
nine books. I have inserted here 2 photos taken today of the books. They
are all books of the abstracts of the applications submitted to prove
Eastern Cherokee Ancestry in 1906 to 1910. The pen is included in the photo
to give you an idea of size. Three to five books we don't currently have on
the WFGL shelves could make a good trade. If you have a list of your
duplicate genealogy books, we would review it expeditiously upon receipt.

If you have some books to offer in trade, please email your
reply to me [outside of this mailing list] to flrova at mchsi.com
<mailto:flrova at mchsi.com>
Hopefully within the next week, someone of you will be able to enhance your
Native American Genealogy Research resources by obtaining this good set of
books. We (WFGS) will pay the shipping for this set of books, and the
sender of book(s) in trade would pay the postage on the thing(s) sent in
return to us at:

West Florida Genealogy Library
Attn: Bruce W. Rova
5740 North 9th Avenue
Pensacola, FL 32504-8970

I expect to have out to you another listing of duplicate
genealogy books available for cost of postage before Valentine's Day.
Regards,

Bruce Rova
WFGS member/WFGL Volunteer
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Name: image006.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 54781 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190129/91f02656/
attachment-0003.jpg>
From cheryls at plano.gov Wed Jan 30 13:32:42 2019
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2019 18:32:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] PastPerfect
Message-ID:
<MWHPR09MB150317E5A7EF433AF31FEBBDAC900@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hello,
I volunteer at a museum which is using PastPerfect for its catalog. I have some
questions. Is there someone on this list who could help me?
Thank you!
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image005.png at 01D4B897.E405B9E0]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075

T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image006.png at 01D4B897.E405B9E0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/
a3996c6b/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6605 bytes
Desc: image005.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/
a3996c6b/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image006.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14834 bytes
Desc: image006.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/
a3996c6b/attachment-0001.png>
From savagewards at gmail.com Wed Jan 30 13:34:56 2019
From: savagewards at gmail.com (Mary Sanphilipo Ward)
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2019 13:34:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] PastPerfect
In-Reply-To:
<MWHPR09MB150317E5A7EF433AF31FEBBDAC900@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<MWHPR09MB150317E5A7EF433AF31FEBBDAC900@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAGg9zTKDeaQC5SjC5BL0cRjBTB2GQGFY60L1rUaZHLDrOpPHpQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Cheryl
I might be able to help but if not PP has an amazing team that will.
Contact me at hocohscollections at gmail.com
Mary
________________
Mary Sanphilipo
savagewards at gmail.com
On Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 1:32 PM Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
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Hello,

I volunteer at a museum which is using PastPerfect for its catalog. I have
some questions. Is there someone on this list who could help me?

Thank you!

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

*Plano Public*
*Library*
*System*
Cheryl Smith
*Genealogy Librarian*

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
*cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
*plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*

*Connect with Plano*
<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
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> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/6e0d57f0/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6605 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/6e0d57f0/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image006.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14834 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/6e0d57f0/
attachment-0001.png>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Jan 30 16:13:15 2019
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2019 21:13:15 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11016598A354@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
We have been a FamilySearch affiliate library for almost 20 years. When the
digital images became available online in September 2017 we had access to almost
every local government record we could want. A few months ago something changed:
Inexplicitly and without warning we lost access to county court records for our own
county as well as a number of other counties (many nearby) within our state
(Virginia).
People we have contacted have suggested that the contract that Salt Lake has for
those records has expired or has changed, but haven?t indicated who that contract
would be with, or who we should contact to address it. The Library of Virginia was
the agency who approved the original microfilming (more than 50 years ago), and I
can?t believe they would deny access to those records to a public library within
their own state. We are attempting to find a solution to this problem. Has anyone
else out there run into this situation or come up with an answer? Thanks.
Don Wilson
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System

Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 9:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
Affiliate libraries and Family History Centers have the same level of electronic
access. What FHCs have that affiliates don't is access to the subscription services
(e.g. FindMyPast, Ancestry, etc.) that libraries may or may not have.
According to what I was told last year, the additional amount of data accessible
to members-only is very small (under 5%).
I'm certain what the difference is for Salt Lake (FHL) access.
People have asked for a different icon to represent info available at affiliate
libraries, but so far, that has not happened. What they can do is if they see a key
above a camera, they can call/email and ask about that specific database, but odds
are it is open (no key) at the library.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 8:15 AM Picciano, Carolyn <Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov>> wrote:
We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had a couple
of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there are four levels
of access to the records: those that anyone may access anywhere, those that may
only accessible at the affiliate level or above, those accessible only at a family
history center or the Family History Library, those records only available to
church members?
We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is available for
anyone to use or if we have access because we are an affiliate. We get many email
and telephone questions, as opposed to in house so we are referring people to
FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there is a way to tell that a patron would not be
able to access the particular collection at home but must be at an affiliate or
center. If there isn?t a way to tell about access we could give people links to
the records with the proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or
family history center near them.
Thanks for any advise.
Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford
CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/746a9064/
attachment.html>
From BushCD at familysearch.org Wed Jan 30 16:27:08 2019
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2019 21:27:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
In-Reply-To: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11016598A354@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
References: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11016598A354@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR04MB1000F597979F4B9F0518B0CDBD900@CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Donald,
I reached out to our legal department to find out what was going on in Virginia
specifically and this is the response I received: Many archives in Virginia sent
us letters, similar to the attached, that deny digital rights.
The letter that is referenced does not allow FamilySearch to release the documents
in a digital format except at the FHL (and perhaps some FH Centers). I do not have
permission to send the letter otherwise I would share it.
Please know that FamilySearch is renegotiating each contract and getting different
instructions from organizations. Usually it is an economic reason (ie they make
money off the records) but sometimes they have other issues or concerns. This is a
lengthy and time consuming process.
Unfortunately we do not have a clear communication path at this point to let users
know of the contractual change. We are looking into options to assist with this
situation.
Hopefully this helps answer your question.
If anyone has further questions, feel free to email me directly.
Cherie Bush
FamilySearch International
bushcd at familysearch.org<mailto:bushcd at familysearch.org>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Wilson, Donald L
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 2:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
We have been a FamilySearch affiliate library for almost 20 years. When the
digital images became available online in September 2017 we had access to almost
every local government record we could want. A few months ago something changed:
Inexplicitly and without warning we lost access to county court records for our own
county as well as a number of other counties (many nearby) within our state
(Virginia).
People we have contacted have suggested that the contract that Salt Lake has for
those records has expired or has changed, but haven?t indicated who that contract
would be with, or who we should contact to address it. The Library of Virginia was
the agency who approved the original microfilming (more than 50 years ago), and I

can?t believe they would deny access to those records to a public library within
their own state. We are attempting to find a solution to this problem. Has anyone
else out there run into this situation or come up with an answer? Thanks.
Don Wilson
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.pwcgov.org_library_RELIC&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLX
vsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=WeKk1uFKzmFPgKhgtBEyW2hskScPVoz0wlKvQI_POVI&s=nGe7zd6YC41SQ5m3U9Sm63AHI30zGXZhro9x4MRbrY&e=>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 9:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
Affiliate libraries and Family History Centers have the same level of electronic
access. What FHCs have that affiliates don't is access to the subscription services
(e.g. FindMyPast, Ancestry, etc.) that libraries may or may not have.
According to what I was told last year, the additional amount of data accessible
to members-only is very small (under 5%).
I'm certain what the difference is for Salt Lake (FHL) access.
People have asked for a different icon to represent info available at affiliate
libraries, but so far, that has not happened. What they can do is if they see a key
above a camera, they can call/email and ask about that specific database, but odds
are it is open (no key) at the library.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXv
sP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=WeKk1uFKzmFPgKhgtBEyW2hskScPVoz0wlKvQI_POVI&s=4Szc3iOhqjroHaG_czbEtLh4z5aAnntdf8kjChrFAE&e=> |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_W
QPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=WeKk1uFKzmFPgKhgtBEyW2hskScPVoz0wlKvQI_POVI&s=JWRdqmJkgDw1V_DfAb6ZFWSuk
C8EYY-B94XfQ-dPf9c&e=>
On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 8:15 AM Picciano, Carolyn <Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov>> wrote:

We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had a couple
of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there are four levels
of access to the records: those that anyone may access anywhere, those that may
only accessible at the affiliate level or above, those accessible only at a family
history center or the Family History Library, those records only available to
church members?
We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is available for
anyone to use or if we have access because we are an affiliate. We get many email
and telephone questions, as opposed to in house so we are referring people to
FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there is a way to tell that a patron would not be
able to access the particular collection at home but must be at an affiliate or
center. If there isn?t a way to tell about access we could give people links to
the records with the proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or
family history center near them.
Thanks for any advise.
Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.ctstatelibrary.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_
WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=WeKk1uFKzmFPgKhgtBEyW2hskScPVoz0wlKvQI_POVI&s=_T40weh7QKN1i8Dt0cVz2BCTf
FJ46b-EWH_TDgOlTv4&e=>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 7576677
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=WeKk1uFKzmFPgKhgtBEyW2hskScPVoz0wlKvQI_POVI&s=9UtWK9D5B1xeT0fDu1offdfHQ
z516In24neTciP7Lt8&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/2bbcb929/
attachment-0001.html>
From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Wed Jan 30 16:50:49 2019
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2019 21:50:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
In-Reply-To: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11016598A354@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
References: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11016598A354@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <9aef793fd3e04c34a1cfb51a3d2166fa@ci.staunton.va.us>
Just today someone called about a film. I noticed that instead of the message that
says:
To view these images you must do one of the following:
*
Access the site at a family history
center<https://www.familysearch.org/locations>.

*
Access the site at a FamilySearch affiliate
library<https://www.familysearch.org/locations>.
It says
Image Unavailable
This image is unavailable for online viewing at this time.
For some reason that feels more like a computer issue than a rights issue.
I sure hope it gets resolved as it is an excellent resource.
Melissa Davidson
Public Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA
davidsonmk at ci.staunton.va.us<mailto:davidsonmk at ci.staunton.va.us>
540-332-3902
This is my personal opinion and it does not necessarily represent the views and
opinions of the City.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Wilson, Donald L
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 4:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
We have been a FamilySearch affiliate library for almost 20 years. When the
digital images became available online in September 2017 we had access to almost
every local government record we could want. A few months ago something changed:
Inexplicitly and without warning we lost access to county court records for our own
county as well as a number of other counties (many nearby) within our state
(Virginia).
People we have contacted have suggested that the contract that Salt Lake has for
those records has expired or has changed, but haven?t indicated who that contract
would be with, or who we should contact to address it. The Library of Virginia was
the agency who approved the original microfilming (more than 50 years ago), and I
can?t believe they would deny access to those records to a public library within
their own state. We are attempting to find a solution to this problem. Has anyone
else out there run into this situation or come up with an answer? Thanks.
Don Wilson
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 9:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records

Affiliate libraries and Family History Centers have the same level of electronic
access. What FHCs have that affiliates don't is access to the subscription services
(e.g. FindMyPast, Ancestry, etc.) that libraries may or may not have.
According to what I was told last year, the additional amount of data accessible
to members-only is very small (under 5%).
I'm certain what the difference is for Salt Lake (FHL) access.
People have asked for a different icon to represent info available at affiliate
libraries, but so far, that has not happened. What they can do is if they see a key
above a camera, they can call/email and ask about that specific database, but odds
are it is open (no key) at the library.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 8:15 AM Picciano, Carolyn <Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov>> wrote:
We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had a couple
of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there are four levels
of access to the records: those that anyone may access anywhere, those that may
only accessible at the affiliate level or above, those accessible only at a family
history center or the Family History Library, those records only available to
church members?
We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is available for
anyone to use or if we have access because we are an affiliate. We get many email
and telephone questions, as opposed to in house so we are referring people to
FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there is a way to tell that a patron would not be
able to access the particular collection at home but must be at an affiliate or
center. If there isn?t a way to tell about access we could give people links to
the records with the proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or
family history center near them.
Thanks for any advise.
Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford
CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/49f376ad/
attachment.html>

From amiles at californiaancestors.org Wed Jan 30 16:58:58 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2019 13:58:58 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
In-Reply-To: <9aef793fd3e04c34a1cfb51a3d2166fa@ci.staunton.va.us>
References: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11016598A354@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<9aef793fd3e04c34a1cfb51a3d2166fa@ci.staunton.va.us>
Message-ID: <CALCozYkOWOJ4oKQBsr3Z9BUeJj0ue3XCk6ZXHDtN-UbfSV9n2A@mail.gmail.com>
All the films are being digitized and indexed. I believe the only way to
view films is at the Family History Library in Utah, or if your local
family history center already has the film.
On Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 1:50 PM Melissa K. Davidson <
DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us> wrote:
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Just today someone called about a film. I noticed that instead of the
message that says:
To view these images you must do one of the following:
- Access the site at a family history center
<https://www.familysearch.org/locations>.
- Access the site at a FamilySearch affiliate library
<https://www.familysearch.org/locations>.
It says Image Unavailable
This image is unavailable for online viewing at this time.

For some reason that feels more like a computer issue than a rights issue.
I sure hope it gets resolved as it is an excellent resource.

Melissa Davidson
Public Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

davidsonmk at ci.staunton.va.us
540-332-3902
*This is my personal opinion and it does not necessarily represent the
views and opinions of the City.*
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*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Wilson, Donald L
*Sent:* Wednesday, January 30, 2019 4:13 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records

We have been a FamilySearch affiliate library for almost 20 years. When
the digital images became available online in September 2017 we had access
to almost every local government record we could want. A few months ago
something changed: Inexplicitly and without warning we lost access to
county court records for our own county as well as a number of other
counties (many nearby) within our state (Virginia).

People we have contacted have suggested that the contract that Salt Lake
has for those records has expired or has changed, but haven?t indicated who
that contract would be with, or who we should contact to address it. The
Library of Virginia was the agency who approved the original microfilming
(more than 50 years ago), and I can?t believe they would deny access to
those records to a public library within their own state. We are
attempting to find a solution to this problem. Has anyone else out there
run into this situation or come up with an answer? Thanks.

Don Wilson
*Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian*
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kirby
*Sent:* Tuesday, January 29, 2019 9:17 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
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Affiliate libraries and Family History Centers have the same level of
electronic access. What FHCs have that affiliates don't is access to the
subscription services (e.g. FindMyPast, Ancestry, etc.) that libraries may
or may not have.

According to what I was told last year, the additional amount of data
accessible to members-only is very small (under 5%).
I'm certain what the difference is for Salt Lake (FHL) access.

People have asked for a different icon to represent info available at
affiliate libraries, but so far, that has not happened. What they can do is
if they see a key above a camera, they can call/email and ask about that
specific database, but odds are it is open (no key) at the library.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL

On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 8:15 AM Picciano, Carolyn <Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov>
wrote:
We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had
a couple of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there
are four levels of access to the records: those that anyone may access
anywhere, those that may only accessible at the affiliate level or above,
those accessible only at a family history center or the Family History
Library, those records only available to church members?

We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is
available for anyone to use or if we have access because we are an
affiliate. We get many email and telephone questions, as opposed to in
house so we are referring people to FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there
is a way to tell that a patron would not be able to access the particular
collection at home but must be at an affiliate or center. If there isn?t a
way to tell about access we could give people links to the records with the
proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or family history
center near them.

Thanks for any advise.
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Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov |*
Office: *(860) 757-6580 | www.ctstatelibrary
<http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106
| Fax: (860) 757-6677

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190130/50fa0eaf/
attachment.html>
From kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org Thu Jan 31 11:38:26 2019
From: kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:38:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR04MB1000F597979F4B9F0518B0CDBD900@CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
References: <a245c741b02f4d84b6a3ea8039fb16d0@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<CAAvK8hPd2XLfROZaOh-ug8yL6CK3xJLCwX9KrcZtMOzfTsOH5w@mail.gmail.com>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11016598A354@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<CY4PR04MB1000F597979F4B9F0518B0CDBD900@CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <94a98ba748cf4bf6abc973387cf9b9d7@otislibrarynorwich.org>
This growing trend of monetizing public records has been very disturbing. The
situation seems to become worse each year. I have noticed it on Ancestry, as well
as on Family Search.
In our local town clerk's office, they now charge a $25 fee, per document, if you
photograph it with your own phone. Access to public records should not be limited
to those with the means to pay such exorbitant fees.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360

860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

---------------------------------------From: "Cherie Bush" <BushCD at familysearch.org>
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 5:05 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Katie Quick Derby" <katiederby at gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records
Donald,
I reached out to our legal department to find out what was going on in Virginia
specifically and this is the response I received: Many archives in Virginia sent
us letters, similar to the attached, that deny digital rights.
The letter that is referenced does not allow FamilySearch to release the documents
in a digital format except at the FHL (and perhaps some FH Centers). I do not have
permission to send the letter otherwise I would share it.
Please know that FamilySearch is renegotiating each contract and getting different
instructions from organizations. Usually it is an economic reason (ie they make
money off the records) but sometimes they have other issues or concerns. This is a
lengthy and time consuming process.
Unfortunately we do not have a clear communication path at this point to let users
know of the contractual change. We are looking into options to assist with this
situation.
Hopefully this helps answer your question.
If anyone has further questions, feel free to email me directly.
Cherie Bush
FamilySearch International
bushcd at familysearch.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Wilson, Donald L
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 2:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records

We have been a FamilySearch affiliate library for almost 20 years. When the
digital images became available online in September 2017 we had access to almost
every local government record we could want. A few months ago something changed:
Inexplicitly and without warning we lost access to county court records for our own
county as well as a number of other counties (many nearby) within our state

(Virginia).

People we have contacted have suggested that the contract that Salt Lake has for
those records has expired or has changed, but haven't indicated who that contract
would be with, or who we should contact to address it. The Library of Virginia was
the agency who approved the original microfilming (more than 50 years ago), and I
can't believe they would deny access to those records to a public library within
their own state. We are attempting to find a solution to this problem. Has anyone
else out there run into this situation or come up with an answer? Thanks.

Don Wilson
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 9:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Availability of FamilySearch records

Affiliate libraries and Family History Centers have the same level of electronic
access. What FHCs have that affiliates don't is access to the subscription services
(e.g. FindMyPast, Ancestry, etc.) that libraries may or may not have.

According to what I was told last year, the additional amount of data accessible
to members-only is very small (under 5%).
I'm certain what the difference is for Salt Lake (FHL) access.

People have asked for a different icon to represent info available at affiliate
libraries, but so far, that has not happened. What they can do is if they see a key

above a camera, they can call/email and ask about that specific database, but odds
are it is open (no key) at the library.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL

On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 8:15 AM Picciano, Carolyn <Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov>
wrote:
We have recently become a FamilySearch Affiliate Library and the staff had a couple
of questions I hope someone could answer. Am I correct that there are four levels
of access to the records: those that anyone may access anywhere, those that may
only accessible at the affiliate level or above, those accessible only at a family
history center or the Family History Library, those records only available to
church members?

We are also wondering if there is a way for us to tell if a record is available for
anyone to use or if we have access because we are an affiliate. We get many email
and telephone questions, as opposed to in house so we are referring people to
FamilySearch.org. We are hoping there is a way to tell that a patron would not be
able to access the particular collection at home but must be at an affiliate or
center. If there isn't a way to tell about access we could give people links to
the records with the proviso that they may need to visit and affiliate library or
family history center near them.

Thanks for any advise.

Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov | Office:
(860) 757-6580 | www.ctstatelibrary.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106 | Fax:
(860) 757-6677

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190131/

fb5d0b41/attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Thu Jan 31 12:16:03 2019
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2019 12:16:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room periodicals to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu-+Ndt26gxPeycX0yK5DAmMDtYK_QSS2byNUHnfbs4Tag@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has periodicals to trade.
Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing
address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's a
Word and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able to
open it.
Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow us
to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which periodicals are in the box.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190131/555ff3f2/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2019 February VR JOURNALS TO TRADE.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 46080 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190131/555ff3f2/
attachment-0001.doc>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2019 February VR JOURNALS TO TRADE.pdf

Type: application/pdf
Size: 419745 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190131/555ff3f2/
attachment-0001.pdf>

